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Purpose: To investigate the variation in CD4 count between HIV positive patients due to

clinical covariates at each phase of the HIV disease progression.

Patients and methods: The Centre for the AIDS Programme of Research in South Africa

(CAPRISA) conducted different studies in which female patients were initially enrolled in

HIV negative cohorts (phase 1). Seroconverts were further followed-up weekly to fortnightly

visits up to 3 months (phase 2: acute infection), monthly visits from 3 to 12 months (phase 3:

early infection), quarterly visits thereafter (phase 4: established infection) until antiretroviral

therapy (ART) initiation (phase 5).

Results: Eighteen out of the 46 CD4 count covariates investigated were significant. Low

average CD4 counts at acute and early phase entry improved at a faster rate than entries at

higher average CD4 count. During therapy, all the 18 covariates induced significantly

different patients’ average CD4 counts. The rate of change of CD4 count greatly varied in

response to lactate dehydrogenase during the acute phase. Red blood cells increase resulted

in the patients’ CD4 counts approaching a common higher level during the early phase.

During therapy, the already high CD4 counts improved faster than lower ones in response to

the red blood cells increase. As the monocytes increased, patients with lower average CD4

counts became worse than those with higher average CD4 counts.

Conclusion: Changes in the covariates measurements either induced no variation effects in

certain phases or improved the CD4 count at a faster rate for those patients whose average

CD4 was already high or worsen the CD4 level which was already low or caused the

patients’ CD4 counts to approach the same level – higher or lower than the general cohort.

The studied covariates induced wide variations in the CD4 count between HIV positive

patients during the ART phase.

Keywords: parallel plot, redundant features, partial least squares, mixOmics, mixed models,

between variation

Introduction
A human body is a complex machine that usually responds automatically to the

changing internal and outside environments.1 Although there are measurement

reliabilities2,3 in recording patient information, by nature, the repeated measure-

ments from the same individual are bound to vary. Inasmuch as this variation exists

within an individual and so does between any two given individuals. Regardless of

this inter-individual variation, the health care fraternity generally administers an

average dose of medication to patients irrespective of their differences in either the
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body tolerances, specific needs, or preferred medical treat-

ment. However, there ought to be some medical measure-

ments that are likely to remain fairly the same across

patients whilst others greatly fluctuating to bring about

the individual or time uniqueness. There is a need to

understand these components that vary widely among

individuals to streamline the focus areas in providing

specific treatment needs during patients’ care.

Cohort studies,4,5,6 especially in the context of HIV/AIDS,

commonly record the CD4 cell count, the prime target of HIV,7

for monitoring the HIV disease progression,8 and hence the

CD4 count being regarded as a health indicator.8 Alongside the

CD4 count,many other covariates have also been recorded and

these include the full blood count,9–15 lipids,16–18 sugar,19–21

blood chemistry,10,22–39 and clinical examination.40–49

However, an evaluation to determine the clinical covariates

that bring the variation in the CD4 count betweenHIV patients

during the disease progression has not been well documented.

This gives an insight on the potential to manipulate and incor-

porate these influential CD4 count covariates to streamline the

pathway to tailored medical attention for HIV-infected indivi-

duals at a specific HIV infection phase.

Previously, the associations of these covariates with the

CD4 count have been analyzed with statistical methods that

ranged from Pearson or Spearmen correlation analysis,50,51

sensitivity, specificity and positive prediction,52,53 linear

regression54,55 multivariate regression,18 logistic

regression,26,45 Chi-Square tests,28,29,56 non-parametric

tests,34,39 independent student t-tests,57,58 confidence

intervals,40 the analysis of variance59,60 to generalized esti-

mating equations.27 Their limitations include the inability to

give the covariates an opportunity to compete in a single

multidimensional model to identify the most influential

ones and consequently assessing their effects on the CD4

count variation.

This study aimed to pool the covariates from five

clinical platforms in order to identify the ones that

bring the CD4 count variation between HIV positive

patients at each phase of the HIV disease progression.

Our first objective was to minimize multicollinearity

among the covariates by using correlation analysis and

the application of partial least squares as

a multidimensional analysis approach to obtain the most

salient CD4 covariates. A mixed model approach was

then applied as the second objective to investigate the

CD4 count variation between HIV positive patients in

response to the covariate induced random effects using

the data from CAPRISA studies.

Materials and methods
The study design
The CAPRISA 002 enrolled 245 HIV negative (Phase I:

pre-HIV infection) female sex workers into an Acute

Infection study. The establishment of the acute infection

study, cohort screening and seroconverts; routine evaluation

procedures, CAPRISA–participant interaction, and data

management have been previously documented,61 and was

conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

The study protocol and informed consent documents were

reviewed and approved by the local ethics committees of

the University of KwaZulu-Natal, the University of Cape

Town, the University of the Witwatersrand in

Johannesburg, and by the Prevention Sciences Review

Committee (PSRC) of the Division of AIDS (DAIDS,

National Institutes of Health, USA). The consent forms

were translated into vernacular language, isiZulu and writ-

ten informed consent obtained at each stage of the study. All

the minors, under the age of 18 years were excluded from

the study as part of the screening procedure. The HIV

negative cohort was followed up and upon HIV infection,

they were further followed-up weekly to fortnightly visits

up to 3 months (Phase II: acute infection), monthly visits

from 3 to 12 months (Phase III: early infection), quarterly

visits thereafter (Phase IV: established infection) until anti-

retroviral therapy (ART) initiation (Phase V). Eventually,

27 seroconversions were recorded at the end of the study of

an average period of 4.5 years. In addition to the 27 ser-

oconverts, 210 more patients who seroconverted from other

CAPRISA studies were also enrolled and similarly fol-

lowed up postinfection from acute to ART phase. Figure 1

summarizes how the total sample size of 237 seroconverts

for this study was obtained.

The data
Table 1 shows the studied repeated number of measurements

per individual at each phase. Four-time points prior to each

phase transition were selected and that resulted in a total of

16 repeated measurements being investigated for each

patient. The baseline, pre-HIV (Phase I) repeated measure-

ments were scarce and hence, this study focused on Phases

II–V only. The CD4 count is the response variable and the

routinely collected information on the covariates (c1–c46)

consists of full blood count, biochemistry, sugar, lipids, phy-

sical examination, and anthropometric measurements. The

raw data for the study are available as Supplementary mate-

rial (File S1).
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Statistical analysis
The statistical analysis first considered a parallel plot

overview of the variations in the repeated measurements

around their respective means within each phase followed

by dropping off of redundant features. This involved

dropping off the variables with the highest mean absolute

correlation using the find correlation function at the

initial variable reduction stage and then another

further second variable reduction stage involving the

selection of the important variables using the PLS with

the application of the split function in the library

mixOmics. The library mixOmics is capable of handling

the complex structure of repeated measurements and

incorporates a design matrix to account for variation in

the multilevel structure of the longitudinal data. Both the

variable reduction functions were used in open source

R software, version 3.5.0. Finally, a mixed model was

applied using SAS 9.4 PROC HPMIXED and PROC

MIXED to a reduced set of the CD4 count covariates.

The model with an unstructured variance was appropriate

to estimate the intercept-slope covariance and the

repeated measurements took an autoregressive moving

average correlation structure of [ARMA (1,1)]. Each

covariate in the reduced set of the covariates was mean

centered to obtain the intercepts for the average patient

and scaled for estimates comparison.

Voluntary counsellig and
testig (VCT),

n=775

1st Rapid HIV antibody
(abbott laboraies)

2nd Rapid HIV antibody
(capillus; trinity biotech)

HIV positive, n=462
(excluded)

HIV negative, n=313
(initially eligible)

HIV negative, n=245
(enrolled into cohort)

Seroconverts from
HIV negative cohort,

n=27

Seroconverts from
any other CAPRISA

study, n=210

Enrolled into
follow up care,

n=237

Confirmatory HIV test
enzyme immunoassay (EIA)

Discordant

Exclusion criteria of uninfected, n=68
■    22 - Less then 3 sexual partners
■    16 - Pregmant
■    04 - Planned to relocate
■    03 - Under 18 years’ old
■    02 - Afraid of the testing procedures
■    21 - Never returned for enrolment

HIV positive

Figure 1 The recruitment of the 237 study participants. The HIV negative cohort screening involved 775 voluntary potential candidates of which 462 were already HIV

positive and 313 initially eligible. Of the 313 HIV negative, only 245 were enrolled and the rest excluded for various reasons according to the eligibility criteria. Eventually, 27

out of the 245 seroconverted and enrolled into follow-up care. Seroconverts from other CAPRISA studies (210) were also included in the follow-up care that resulted in

a total of 237 patients for this study.
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Results
The variations in the cohort’s repeated
measurements
Around the mean within each phase were presented in

a parallel plot for phase comparison (Figure 2). The greatest

variation in the CD4 count was observed during the estab-

lished phase and the lowest during therapy. The higher CD4

count variation was associated with the highest variation in

all the white blood cells. However, when the CD4 count

varied the least during the ART phase, there was

a corresponding low variation in all the red blood cell

count components. Our data seem to show complex relation-

ships and variations in the CD4 count and its covariates

during the different phases of the HIV disease progression.

Variable reduction
The results showed that of the 46 covariates that were

available for investigation,18 were found to be the strongest

and none of these were from lipids, physical examination

nor anthropometric category (Table S1 and Figure S1). The

18 significant CD4 count covariates were further used to fit

the mixed models in which each patient was allowed to have

own CD4 count trajectory in response to each of the

covariates.

General trends within the phase
CD4 count general trends against each covariate within
phase. Table 2 shows the results of the mixed model in
which the marginal (fixed) effects indicate the cohort’s
general CD4 count trajectories in response to the covari-
ates within each phase. All the significant trends are in

bold. Lymphocyte increase was associated with an
improved CD4 count throughout the phases of the HIV

Table 1 The studied number of repeated measurements per individual

Phase: 2-Acute 3-Early 4-Est 5-ART

Time: Tn�3 Tn�2 Tn�1 Tn Tn�3 Tn�2 Tn�1 Tn Tn�3 Tn�2 Tn�1 Tn Tn�3 Tn�2 Tn�1 Tn

ID Variable

01 CD4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

01 c01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

01 c02 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

01 C46 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

02 CD4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

02 c01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

02 c02 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

02 c46 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

237 CD4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

237 c01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

237 c02 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

237 c46 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Abbreviations: Est, established; ART, antiretroviral therapy; T, time; c, covariate

2-Acute
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3-Early 4-Est 5-ART
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Figure 2 The coefficients of variation (CV). The CVs give information about the

spread of the repeated measurements around the mean. The colour codes repre-

sent Phase II (blue), Phase III (pink), Phase IV (green) and Phase V (red).

Abbreviations: BMI, body mass indixex; bp, blood pressure; ALT_GPT, Alamine

Aminotransferase_Glutamate Pyruvate Transaminase; AST_GOT, Aspartate

Aminotransferase_Glutamate Oxaloactate Transaminase; LDL, Low density lipopro-

tein; RDW, red blood cell distribution width; MCHC, mean corpuscular haemoglo-

bin concentration; MCH, mean corpuscular haemoglobin; MCV, mean corpscular

volume; Hb, haemoglobin.
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disease progression whereas folate and protein increase
resulted in a decline of the CD4 count at each phase.
Before treatment, an increase in albumin improved the
CD4 count by almost the same magnitude, whereas baso-
phils increase could only have a significant positive effect
on the CD4 count during therapy. The CD4 count
improved with an increase in alkaline phosphatase (ALP)
during the established and ART phases with more
improvement at the established phase. Contrary to ALP
behavior, it was during the established and ART phases
where the monocytes indicated a negative impact on the
CD4 count. The platelet count showed positive effects on
the CD4 count in all the stages except the early phase. Our
results also showed that it was in this early phase only
where the mean corpuscular volume increase significantly
improved the CD4 count. The mean corpuscular hemoglo-
bin concentration (MCHC) also indicated a positive asso-
ciation with the CD4 count in the early phase and then
during the ART as well. The results revealed that an
increase in sodium content soon after HIV infection
(acute and early phases) was associated with a CD4
decline. Our data show that over time within the acute
phase, the CD4 count increased by 8.9971 cells/mm3

(p-value =0.0376) at each visit and dropped by 12.1440
cells/mm3 (p-value =0.0008) at each visit during the estab-
lished phase. Our mixed model estimated that the ART
phase records were on average of 616.03 cells/mm3 of
CD4 count and those from the acute phase being 52.6627

cells/mm3 below that of the ART average.
Table 3 shows that the ART phase was at least 45 cells/
mm3 of CD4 count above that of any other investigated
phase. All the average CD4 counts from the other phases
before therapy (acute to established) were found not to be
significantly different from each other.

Random effects due to each covariate

We further investigated the random effects due to each covari-

ate by allowing each patient to have own CD4 count trajectory

with intercept and slope. This improved the Akaike

Information Criterion in the modeling of the CD4 count.

Timewithin each phase was also considered as a covariate.

The variations in the intercepts (intr) and slopes of individual

patient’s CD4 counts against time are presented in Table 4.

Also shown are the relationships between the patients’ inter-

cepts and slopes within each phase. The variations were then

expressed as percentages of the total variation captured by the

model. For the time covariate, the results show that there was

greater variation among patients’ average CD4 counts upon

entering the acute phase (17.9147%, p-value =0.0012) fol-

lowed by the variations in the CD4 counts recorded at the

beginning of the ART phase (15.8941%, p-value =0.0008).

The intercepts and the slopes were negatively related at the

acute and early phases in which the CD4 counts had upward

Table 2 Fixed effects – the cohort’s general trajectories within each phase

2-Acute 3-Early 4-Est 5-ART

Effect Estimate(Pr > |t|) Estimate(Pr > |t|) Estimate(Pr > |t|) Estimate(Pr > |t|)

Phase −52.6627(0.0053) −53.3344(0.0013) −34.3791(0.0339) (ref)616.0300(<0.0001)

Time*phase 8.9971(0.0376) 0.6577(0.8770) −12.1440(0.0008) 5.1856(0.1572)

Albumin*phase 25.9973(0.0044) 29.4461(<0.0001) 29.6052(<0.0001) 11.7354(0.0725)

Alkaline phosphatase*phase −2.9375(0.7416) 10.6827(0.1402) 25.1476(0.0002) 14.3366(0.0044)

Basophils*phase −0.4112(0.9439) 0.0747(0.9905) 7.2633(0.3959) 16.8130(0.0454)

Calcium*phase 8.1087(0.4206) −6.3913(0.3409) −9.4794(0.1370) −5.9208(0.3670)

Folate*phase −43.7866(<0.0001) −20.1953(0.0075) −16.2681(0.0214) −46.6532(<0.0001)

Glucose*phase 2.7933(0.7398) 3.4673(0.5911) −1.0686(0.8407) 4.8128(0.4096)

Haematocrit*phase −20.6596(0.6311) −12.1918(0.7407) −2.3535(0.9300) 3.1107(0.9308)

LDH*phase −9.6857(0.3913) 10.6586(0.1616) −0.2509(0.9706) −1.7578(0.8041)

Lymphocytes*phase 102.5100(<0.0001) 127.1300(<0.0001) 128.1800(<0.0001) 165.7000(<0.0001)

Magnesium*phase 4.0267(0.6886) 3.5717(0.6022) −9.2187(0.1098) 13.8217(0.0507)

MCHC*phase −13.5170(0.0728) 12.5703(0.0409) −5.2952(0.3453) 16.1918(0.0095)

MCV*phase 52.9572(0.1077) 56.5794(0.0388) 30.7462(0.1373) 11.3666(0.6600)

Monocytes*phase −3.2578(0.6058) −10.1268(0.1212) −18.5394(0.0018) −18.7442(0.0016)

Platelet*phase 28.4224(0.0002) 12.7530(0.0773) 36.6385(<0.0001) 16.1257(0.0291)

Potassium*phase −1.8457(0.8039) −3.2011(0.4461) 7.0560(0.3034) 1.6780(0.6404)

Protein*phase −30.8203(0.0015) −39.5359(<0.0001) −29.0654(<0.0001) −13.3719(0.0394)

Red blood cells*phase 38.2319(0.3902) 18.2958(0.6231) 14.2265(0.6069) −1.9031(0.9609)

Sodium*phase −19.2748(0.0148) −14.6409(0.0177) −7.2344(0.1810) 6.0560(0.2789)

Notes: *The interaction between the clinical covariate and the HIV infection phase. Bold p-value indicates significant change in the CD4+ count due to the covariate increase.
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trends of 11.6459 and 3.3582, respectively. This suggests that

over time all the patients’ CD4 count trajectories during the

acute and early phases approached a higher focal level. This

phenomenon indicates that the patients who entered the acute

and early phases at lower CD4 count had their counts increas-

ing at a faster rate than those who entered with a higher CD4

count already. Eventually, all the patients’ CD4 counts

approached the same higher CD4 count level. Similar estimate

proportions of the intercepts and slope relationships for the

other covariates are presented in Figure 3 where the intercepts

represent the average CD4 counts at the mean covariate value

(mean centered). The trajectory slopes are the rates of CD4

count change as the values of the covariates measurements

increase.

Variations in the average CD4 counts as induced by each
covariate. Figure 3 (intercept variation) shows that
given the average values of folate, LDH, lymphocytes,
and magnesium at the acute phase, there was no sig-
nificant difference in the CD4 counts for all the 237
patients under study. The same phenomenon was also

Table 3 Least squares means and differences

Least squares means

Effect Phase Estimate Standard error DF t Value Pr > |t|

Phase 5-ART 623.81 11.5931 3,712 53.81 <0.0001

Phase 4-Est 563.43 9.1055 3,712 61.88 <0.0001

Phase 3-Early 563.68 8.3091 3,712 67.84 <0.0001

Phase 2-Acute 576.86 12.9588 3,712 44.52 <0.0001

Least squares means differences

Effect Phase _phase Estimate Standard error DF t Value Pr > |t|

Phase 5-ART 4-Est 60.3735 14.7414 3,712 4.1 <0.0001

Phase 5-ART 3-Early 60.1262 14.2633 3,712 4.22 <0.0001

Phase 5-ART 2-Acute 46.9455 17.3876 3,712 2.7 0.0070

Phase 4-Est 3-Early −0.2473 12.3269 3,712 −0.02 0.9840

Phase 4-Est 2-Acute −13.428 15.8379 3,712 −0.85 0.3966

Phase 3-Early 2-Acute −13.1807 15.3939 3,712 −0.86 0.3919

Table 4 Covariance parameter test of time effect and the proportions

Subject Phase Covariance
parameter

Estimate Estimate (%) Standard
error

Z Value p Value

Patient 2-Acute Intr 8,011.37 17.9147 2,637.70 3.04 0.0012

Patient 2-Acute Intr-Slope −2,565.41 −5.7367 991.25 −2.59 0.0097

Patient 2-Acute Slope 1,864.63 4.1696 518.92 3.59 0.0002

Patient 3-Early Intr 0.0000 0.0000 – – –

Patient 3-Early Intr-Slope −1,384.33 −3.0956 451.95 −3.06 0.0022

Patient 3-Early Slope 1,925.76 4.3063 441.40 4.36 0.0001

Patient 4-Est Intr 0.0000 0.0000 – – –

Patient 4-Est Intr-Slope 78.6057 0.1758 443.99 0.18 0.8595

Patient 4-Est Slope 682.38 1.5259 381.74 1.79 0.0369

Patient 5-ART Intr 7107.74 15.8941 2,244.07 3.17 0.0008

Patient 5-ART Intr-Slope 40.3178 0.0902 555.11 0.07 0.9421

Patient 5-ART Slope 0.0000 0.0000 – – –

Patient AR Rho 0.9439 0.0021 0.01113 84.79 0.0001

Patient MA Gamma 0.4378 0.0010 0.02703 16.20 0.0001

– – Residual 28.957 64.7526 1,340.19 21.61 0.0001

100.0000

Note: Bold p-value indicates the significant variation between patients.

Abbreviations: AR, Autoregressive; MA, Moving average.
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observed during the early phase where there was no
significant difference in the average CD4 counts for all
the patients in response to each of the studied covari-
ates. This was almost the same situation at the estab-
lished phase except for the significant differences in the
patients’ average CD4 counts at the mean values of
ALP, basophils, and lymphocytes. The results also
show that upon taking medication, all the patients’
average CD4 counts were significantly different from
each other. Generally, the patients’ average CD4 counts
did not vary too much in response to the covariates
during the early and established phases. Wide variations
in the average CD4 counts were observed during the
acute and ART phases.

Variations in the rate of CD4 count change as induced by
each covariate. We further explored the variations in the
rates of the CD4 count change in response to the increase in
the values of each covariate. Figure 3 (slope variation) shows
that the rate of CD4 count change in response to each of the
covariates varied among the patients mostly from the acute to
the established phase. The acute phase was characterized by
no significant difference in the CD4 count rate of change in
response to the increase in glucose and protein. Similarly, in
the early phase, folate, glucose, and potassium did not induce
any differences in the rate of change of CD4 count among the
patients. During the established phase, an increase in the
folate, glucose, magnesium, and monocytes resulted in no
significant difference in the CD4 count rate of change among
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all the patients. However, upon taking medication, more than
half of the covariates were associated with similar rates of
CD4 count change among the patients. The greatest variation
in the rate of CD4 count change was observed soon after
infection (acute phase) in which an increase in the LDH
induced the widest variations in the CD4 count rate of change
between the patients. This was followed by folate during the
ART phase.

Correlation between random intercepts and slopes of CD4
count trajectories. Throughout the post-HIV infection fol-
low up period, there was a positive relationship (r >0.80)
between the intercepts and slopes of the CD4 count tra-
jectories against lymphocytes (Figure 4 and Table 5). This
indicates that at each phase of the HIV disease progres-
sion, an increase in lymphocytes resulted in the patients
whose average CD4 counts that were already high to
increase at a faster rate than those whose average CD4
counts were lower. The CD4 count trajectories against red
blood cells (ART phase), LDH (early phase), basophils
(established and ART phases), platelets (established
phase), and sodium (ART phase) showed an upward
trend with positive intercept and slope correlations. This
means that, as these covariates increase within the indi-
cated phases, the patients with higher average CD4 counts
had their CD4 counts increasing at a faster rate than those

who had lower CD4 counts. The cohort’s CD4 count
trajectory against monocytes was heading downwards dur-
ing the ART phase with positive intercept–slope relation-
ships. This indicated that as the monocytes increased,
patients with lower average CD4 counts became worse
than those with higher average CD4 counts. On the other
hand, there was a negative relationship (covtest, p-value
=0.0297, Figure 4) between the average CD4 counts and
their rate of change with red blood cells during the early
phase. This early phase’s CD4 count and red blood cells
trajectories followed a general upward trend suggesting
that as the red blood cells increase, all the patients’ CD4
counts approached a common higher CD4 count level than
the cohort’s average. That is, red blood cell increase dur-
ing the uptake of medication, resulted in the patients
whose CD4 count that was higher to increase even faster
than those whose count was lower.

Discussion
The investigated data from the CAPRISA studies showed

complex relationships and variations in the CD4 count and

its covariates during the different phases of the HIV dis-

ease progression. The cohort’s repeated measurements for

the CD4 count varied widely around their mean within the

established phase and narrowly during the ART phase. All
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the red blood cell count components were also found to

narrowly vary during the ART phase as compared to the

other phases. Only 18 of the 46 CD4 count covariates that

were available for investigation were significant and con-

sequently considered for further investigation.

There was great variation in the patients’ average

CD4 counts upon entering the acute and ART phases

explaining the patients’ immune responses to viral inva-

sion and treatment, respectively. This is likely to be

attributed to the high level of inter-individual diversity

of the human system which is also affected by different

factors.62 An increase in the measurements or quantities

of the covariates was found to change the CD4 count

either for the better or worse in certain patients and in

some cases causing the patients’ CD4 counts to

approach a common level which was higher or lower

than that of the cohort. The random effects due to the

covariates were either widely varying or showed no

significant difference in the CD4 counts in the phases

of the HIV disease progression. During the acute phase,

the mean values of folate, lactate LDH, lymphocytes,

and magnesium corresponded to similar CD4 count

levels for all the patients. These results revealed that

on average the patients’ CD4 counts were not affected

by the demand for cell growth and metabolism

(folate63,64), glucose conversion (LDH65), and muscle

contractions and protein processing (magnesium66).

The CD4 cells are T cells67 which are also part of the

lymphocytes, and the results showed that on average the

CD4 count did not significantly differ between patients

during the acute and the early phases, given the average

lymphocytes count. However, during the established and

ART phases, our data showed that the average lympho-

cytes count (total B and T cells14,66,68), were associated

with significantly different average CD4 levels among

the patients. With the exception of the early phase, the

indicators of damage to body tissues and inflammation

(basophil66) and liver health (ALP8,69,70) were on aver-

age significantly inducing CD4 count variations among

the patients. Our data show that it is not only during

therapy where treatment interferes with the biochemical

properties among HIV patients as found by71 during

a six-month treatment period study. We observed that

liver damage was one of the most common biochemical

associated with significant CD4 count variation through-

out the HIV disease progression except during the early

phase. Hence, it then turns out that on average, tissue

damage indicators were associated with the CD4 count

variation in most of the phases. However, our data

further revealed that upon taking medication which

Table 5 Correlation between intercept and slope

2-Acute 3-Early 4-Est 5-ART

Covariate Corr(covtest) Corr(covtest) Corr(covtest) Corr(covtest)

Time −0.6638(0.0097) 0.0000(0.0022)† 0.0000(0.8595) 0.0000(0.9421)

Albumin 0.0222(0.9354) 0.0000(0.0589) −0.9695(0.1951) 0.2702(0.2788)

Alkaline phosphatase 0.4280(0.0930) 0.0000(0.4897) 0.5497(0.2165) 0.0000(0.8407)

Basophils 0.3238(0.3120) 0.0000(0.5522) 0.8030(0.0422) 0.8775(0.0104)

Calcium −0.1085(0.7203) 0.0000(0.2056) −0.8544(0.0905) 0.4093(0.3003)

Folate 0.8445(0.0840) 0.0000(0.1124) −0.1260(0.8364) 0.2060(0.4763)

Glucose 0.0000(0.6623) 0.0000(0.3932) 0.5831(0.4188) 0.0000(0.2206)

Haematocrit 0.0846(0.7095) 0.0000(0.2133) 0.0680(0.8709) 0.5053(0.0776)

LDH 0.5580(0.1187) 1.0000(0.0050) −0.5951(0.2352) −0.0552(0.8932)

Lymphocytes 0.8498(0.0060) 1.0000(0.0033) 0.9767(0.0005) 0.9803(0.0001)

Magnesium 0.1499(0.6507) 0.0000(0.9944) −1.0000(0.1406) −0.1519(0.5945)

MCHC 0.0528(0.8257) 0.0000(0.3265) −0.0588(0.8901) 0.1009(0.7069)

MCV 0.0189(0.9448) 0.0000(0.6571) 0.0730(0.8570) 0.0000(0.4749)

Monocytes 0.2954(0.3582) 0.0000(0.6132) 0.3425(0.5015) 1.0000(0.0247)

Platelet −0.0176(0.9416) 1.0000(0.2117) 0.9625(0.0097) 0.1234(0.5933)

Potassium 0.1456(0.7031) 0.0000(0.6158) 0.1396(0.8302) 0.0000(0.9515)

Protein 0.1995(0.6021) 0.0000(0.5694) −0.1578(0.7586) −0.3955(0.1034)

Red blood cells 0.2022(0.4729) - −0.3736(0.3356) 1.0000(0.0059)

Sodium −0.2855(0.3131) 0.0000(0.0879) −0.7696(0.2077) 0.8205(0.0203)

Notes: † The intercept variation in Table 4 was zero but covariance significant, hence the intercept and slope correlation zero. Bold p-value indicates the significant

correlation between the intercept and slope.
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significantly improved the CD4 count than any other

phase, all the 18 covariates induced wide variations in

the patients’ average CD4 counts. HIV treatment is

known to affect the clinical attributes72 which could

consequently be the attributing factor to the CD4 count

variations in response to all the 18 covariates in our data

during the ART phase. This is because treatment has

proved to be effective but also increasingly complex due

to new developing syndromes.73

Our results showed that all the patients’ CD4 counts

changed at different rates in response to each of the

covariates upon taking medication. An increase in glu-

cose and protein did not bring about variation in the rate

of change of the CD4 counts between patients during the

acute phase. Early phase CD4 counts also changed at the

same rate when either of folate, glucose or potassium

increase. Similarly, folate, glucose, magnesium, and

monocytes increase at the established phase gave rise to

the same rate of the CD4 count change. Most of the

covariates induced wide variations in the rate of the

CD4 count change during the acute phase. Our data

showed that lymphocytes increase in every phase resulted

in patients whose CD4 count was already higher increas-

ing even faster than those patients with lower average

CD4 counts. Similarly, patients with higher CD4 counts

were found to have their count increasing at a much

faster rate as the following covariates increase in certain

phases: LDH (early phase), basophils (established and

ART phases), platelets (established phase), and sodium

(ART phase). During the early phase of the disease pro-

gression, the patients whose average CD4 count that was

lower, increased at a faster rate in response to the red

blood cells increase such that all the patients’ CD4 counts

eventually approached a common higher CD4 count.

However, upon taking medication, an increase in the red

blood cell count resulted in those individuals whose CD4

count which was already higher to become even much

better as compared to the ones that were lower. Our data

show that red blood cells that are packed with

hemoglobin74 and plays a role in the respiratory

process75,76 are associated with CD4 count improvement.

Monocytes increase during medication (ART phase)

resulted in CD4 counts that were lower to become much

worse than for those patients whose average CD4 counts

that were higher. Although monocytes are infected

together with the CD4+ T cells,77 our data show that

during therapy, monocytes were spared more than the

CD4+ T cells.

Conclusions
Of the many CD4 count covariates that have been sug-

gested in the previous studies, only a few were found to

be significantly associated with the CD4 count variation

at the different phases of the HIV disease progression.

These few covariates induced either wide variations in

the patients’ average CD4 counts in some infection

phases and show no effect in the others. An increase

in the measurements or quantities of the covariates was

found to either improve the CD4 count at a faster rate

for those patients whose average CD4 was already high

or worsen the CD4 level which was already lower than

that of the other patients. In some cases, the increase in

the covariates values caused the patients’ CD4 counts to

approach a common level which was lower or higher

than that of the general cohort. Tissue damage indicators

were the most common covariates associated with CD4

count variation between patients. Patients who entered

either the acute or early phases with lower average CD4

counts had their count increasing at a faster rate than

those who entered with a higher CD4 count already

resulting in the cohort approaching a common higher

CD4 count. In addition to other treatment measures, the

manipulation of selected CD4 count covariates for

patients within a specific phase can usefully augment

tailored methods for monitoring HIV patients using the

CD4 count. Generally, the studied covariates induced

wide variations in the CD4 count between HIV positive

patients during the ART phase.
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